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Reining in Digital Searches



Digital searches trigger 4th Amend



Digital searches trigger 4th Amend

US v. Payton, 573 F.3d 859, 862 (9th Cir. 
2009) - “Searches of computers therefore 
often involve a degree of intrusiveness 
much greater in quantity, if not different in 
kind, from searches of other containers.” 



Digital searches trigger 4th Amend

US v. Cotterman, 709 F.3d 952, 957 (9th

Cir. 2013) (en banc): The papers we 
create and maintain not only in physical 
but also in digital form reflect our most 
private thoughts and activities. 
“Forensic” border search of digital device 
is “non-routine” & requires reasonable 
suspicion  



Digital searches trigger 4th Amend

Riley v. CA, 134 S.Ct. 2473, 2493 (2014) -
warrant is generally required to 
forensically search a cell phone, even 
when seized incident to arrest



DOJ’s 2-step approach:

 DOJ’s Manual for Searching and Seizing 
Computers and Obtaining Evidence in Criminal 
Investigations (eff.org/DOJDSM2009)

 Two-Step approach detailed on pp.76, 86-87 
(2009): 
1. the overseizure – or “imaging” – government 

physically seizes a digital storage device and 
makes a complete digital copy or “image” of 
its contents, and 

2. the general search of the seized information –
or “analysis” – government analyzes the digital 
copy using forensic software. 



When applied in the digital 
space - becomes the exception 
that swallows the 4th Am rule 
against general searches

Plain View



Arguments for rejecting plain view
United States v. Tamura, 694 F.2d 591 (9th 

Cir. 1982)
1. Court recognized intermingling of items 

described in a warrant and other material that 
the government had no probable cause to seize 

2. “wholesale seizure for later detailed 
examination of records not described in a 
warrant is significantly more intrusive, and has 
been characterized as ‘the kind of investigatory 
dragnet that the fourth amendment was 
designed to prevent.’” p. 595-96 (quoting US v. 
Abrams, 615 F.2d 541, 543 (1st Cir. 1980)) 



Arguments for rejecting plain view

 US v. Comprehensive Drug 
Testing, Inc (CDT), 621 F.3d 1162,
1177 (9th Cir. 2010)(en banc) 

1. Govt got warrant for drug testing records of 10 baseball 
players, but seized electronic storage devices and 
copied a directory containing information about 
hundreds of players, in addition to the ten mentioned in 
the warrant, and searched all of the files in the 
directory, despite conditions in the warrant that 
precluded them from doing so 



Arguments for rejecting plain view
US v. CDT

2. When, as here, the government comes into 
possession of evidence by circumventing or willfully 
disregarding limitations in a search warrant, it must 
not be allowed to benefit from its own wrongdoing 
by retaining the wrongfully obtained evidence or 
any fruits thereof. 
P. 1174.

3.The process of segregating electronic data that is 
seizable from that which is not must not become a 
vehicle for the government to gain access to data 
which it has no probable cause to collect. P. 1177



Kozinski’s guidance for 
digital searches in CDT (1177-79)

1.Govt must waive reliance upon the 
plain view doctrine 

2. Forensic analysis must be done either by specialized 
personnel or an independent third party. 

3.Govt must disclose the actual risks of destruction & 
other avenues of access

4. search protocol must be designed to uncover only 
information for which govt has probable cause

5.Govt must destroy or return non-responsive data



 US v. Gurczynski, 76 M.J. 381 (C.A.A.F. 2017) -
evid of child porn was outside scope of SW, thus 
search of thumb drive was constitutionally 
unreasonable:
1.extraordinary length of time between the 

issuance of the warrant and the digital 
examination of the thumb drive—over nine 
months -p.387

2.Govt no longer had a legitimate interest in 
searching for evidence following Appellee's 
convictions -p.387

Dangers of plain view:



Dangers of plain view:

US v. Gurczynski, 76 M.J. 381 (C.A.A.F. 2017) 
3. Govt's order to Digital Forensic Examiner to go 

beyond the scope of the warrant was 
unreasonable –p.386

4.“We decline to grant the Government the 
unbridled discretion to conduct what is 
functionally a “general, exploratory rummaging 
in a person's belongings,” Coolidge, 403 U.S. at 
467, by relying on a warrant no longer justified 
by any legitimate government interest to assert 
that other evidence was in plain view”  -p.387



What PC for digital info should be:

US v. Griffith, 867 F.3d 1265, 
(DC Cir. Aug 18, 2017) 

pervasiveness of cell phones and cell 
phone use insufficient to support PC for 
warrant to search suspect’s home – 1273

warrant invalid for overbreadth in 
allowing the seizure of all electronic 
devices found in the residence 
regardless of ownership – p.1276



Make objections from Griffith:

SW affidavit failed to establish client 
owned a cell phone. (p.1272)

1. no observation client used a cell phone

2. no info that anyone received a cell 
phone call or text message from client

3. no record of officers recovering any 
cell phone in client’s possession



Great objections from Griffith:

SW affidavit failed to establish police had 
reason to think they’d find client’s cell at 
home. (p.1273)

SW affidavit failed to establish client’s 
cell would contain incriminating evidence 
about suspected offense. (p.1273)



Favorite Quote from Griffith:



Ex ante search protocols:

Commonwealth of MA v. James Keown: 
1.EFF amicus - https://www.eff.org/Keown
2.EFF asks the Court to set a series 

of ex-ante search protocols –
explicit limits on the scope 
of digital searches by outlining 
concrete categories of relevant 
info before the warrant’s 
execution to ensure that the govt
does not exceed its authority when 
searching digital devices and information

https://www.eff.org/Keown


 Potential limiting factors:
1. Keywords
2. Date range
3. Identify specific accounts or applications to be 

searched
4. Email or texts of specific identifiable actors or 

handles
5. Limiting to messages sent or received by specific 

actors
6. File type limits
7. File size limits

 US v. Keith Gartenlaub, 2016 WL 3607154 (C.D. CA 2016)
1. EFF amicus on challenging FISA warrants and seizures: 

https://www.eff.org/Gartenlaub
2. P.11-15 set forth arguments for ex ante search protocols 

Ex ante search protocols:

https://www.eff.org/Gartenlaub


 Potential limiting factors:
1. Keywords
2. Date range
3. Identify specific accounts or applications to be 

searched
4. Email or texts of specific identifiable actors or 

handles
5. Limiting to messages sent or received by specific 

actors
6. File type limits
7. File size limits

 US v. Keith Gartenlaub, 2016 WL 3607154 (C.D. CA 2016)
1. EFF amicus on challenging FISA warrants and seizures: 

https://www.eff.org/Gartenlaub
2. P.11-15 set forth arguments for ex ante search protocols 

Ex ante search protocols:

https://www.eff.org/Gartenlaub


1. Appoint a special master to do an initial overview of 
the digital data to identify the structure of how 
information is stored and then submit a report under 
seal to the court about what categories of directories 
and files are available for search* 

2. Court determines which directories or files are 
appropriately tethered to the information that the 
government seeks in its warrant application and has 
provided probable cause to search and limits the 
special master’s query to these file locations*
a. Court should generally prohibit the wholesale 

search of all files within the seized 
devices/accounts unless the government can 
prove file obfuscation by clear and convincing 
evidence

Judicial oversight of digital searches:



3. require the government to articulate its query for the 
seized data with specific parameters designed to limit the 
information sought to be within the scope of the probable 
cause articulated in the warrant, such as:

a. keyword search terms, 
b. date and time range,
c. specific accounts, handles or identifiers,

i. specific recipients
ii. specific authors

d. specific applications,
e. File types, and
f. file sizes.

Judicial oversight of digital searches:



4. Review the search parameters requested by the 
government and permit defense to make any 
objections to the search terms or protocol in a 
contested hearing that allows for the presentation of 
evidence  

5. rule on the objections and issue a written order with 
the search protocol for the special master to execute

6. require that any non-responsive information be sealed 
and stored with the court until the conclusion of the 
case, at which point the information should be 
returned or destroyed. 

Judicial oversight of digital searches:



But see Richards on ex ante:

US v. Richards, 659 F.3d 527 (6th Cir. 2011) 
1. The prohibition of general searches is not to be 

confused with a demand for precise ex ante 
knowledge of the location and content of 
evidence.... 

2. The proper metric of sufficient specificity is 
whether it was reasonable to provide a more 
specific description of the items at that 
juncture of the investigation.” (citing US v. 
Meek, 366 F.3d 705, 716 (9th Cir.2004)).

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2004340161&pubNum=506&originatingDoc=If5daa516fde511e0bc27967e57e99458&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_506_716&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_506_716


But see Richards on ex ante & plain view:

 US v. Richards, 76 M.J. 365 (C.A.A.F. 2017):
1. Search authorization for “any communication that 

related to his possible violation of the Florida statute in 
his relationship with AP” is not overbroad - p.370

2. Temporal limitation is not a requirement – p.370
3. authorization allowed for a search of the unallocated 

space and through potential communications materials 
that did not have an immediately clear date associated 
with them – p.370

4. discovery of the child pornography images within the 
folder of unallocated materials was consistent with 
Horton v. CA and the plain view exception to the Fourth 
Amendment. – p.371 



Beware the good faith exception:
 US v. Stavros Ganias, 824 F.3d 199 (2nd Cir. May 27, 

2016) (en banc)(cert denied 12/5/16)
1. law enforcement agents relied in good faith on search 

warrant in searching copies of mirrored hard drives
2. Chin’s Dissent and original panel decision - Government 

violated Ganias's Fourth Amendment rights when it 
retained Ganias's non-responsive files under 2003 
warrant for nearly two-and-a-half years and then 
reexamined the files for evidence of additional crime 
under 2006 warrant. Not excused by good faith.

3. EFF amicus: https://www.eff.org/Ganias



Beware the good faith exception:
 US v. Blake, 868 F.3d 960, p.7-9 (11th Cir. Aug 22, 

2017)
1. MS warrant ok because: “It limited the emails to be 

turned over to the government, ensuring that only 
those that had the potential to contain incriminating 
evidence would be disclosed. Those limitations 
prevented “a general, exploratory rummaging” through 
Moore's email correspondence.” P. 8 

2. FB warrant more problematic, but saved by good faith. 
“The Facebook warrants are another matter. They 
required disclosure to the government of virtually 
every kind of data that could be found in a social 
media account.” P.8



Fighting Compelled 
Password Disclosure and 

Decryption
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Alphanumeric v. Biometric PWs

 Circuit Ct of VA: VA v. David Baust, 89 VA. Cir. 
267, 2014 WL 10355635 (Oct. 28, 2014) -
Defendant can't be compelled to produce 
passcode or decrypt device with PW, but can be 
compelled to produce fingerprint; 

 CDCA: US v. Paytsar Bkhchadzhyan  (Feb 25, 
2016) - You can be compelled to give your 
fingerprint to unlock your cell phone



Is Decryption protected by 5th Amend?

1. US v. Doe, 465 U.S. 605 
(1984)

2. 11th Circuit: US v. John Doe, 
670 F.3d 1335 (2012) 

3. Circuit Ct of VA: VA v. David 
Baust, 89 VA. Cir. 267, 2014 
WL 10355635 (Oct. 28, 2014) 

4. EDPA: SEC v. Bonan Huang, et 
al., 2015 WL 5611644 (2015)

5. CAAF: US v. Mitchell, No. 17-
0153 (Aug 30, 2017)

1. Fisher v. US, 425 U.S. 391 
(1976) 

2. Doe v. US, 487 U.S. 201 
(1988)

3. Dist of CO: US v. Fricosu, 841 
F.Supp.2d 1232 (2012)

4. FL Court of Appeal, 2nd 
District: FL State v. Stahl, 
206 So.3d 124 (Dec 7, 2016) 

YES NO



PWs not protected by 5th Amend:
 Fisher v. US, 425 U.S. 391 (1976):

1.enforcement against a taxpayer's lawyer wouldn’t 
“compel” taxpayer to do anything and certainly 
wouldn’t compel him to be a “witness” against 
himself

2. taxpayers' Fifth Amendment privilege is therefore 
not violated by enforcement of the summonses 
directed toward their attorneys

3. compliance with a summons directing taxpayers to 
produce accountants' documents, which were not 
taxpayers' “private papers,” would involve no 
incriminating testimony within protection of Fifth 
Amendment



PWs not protected by 5th Amend:
 Doe v. United States, 487 U.S. 201 (1988)

1.court order compelling target of grand jury 
investigation to authorize foreign banks to 
disclose records of his accounts, without 
identifying those documents or acknowledging 
their existence, does not violate target's Fifth 
Amendment privilege against self-incrimin.

2.See Stevens’ dissent: “In my opinion that [5th

Am] protection gives John Doe the right to 
refuse to sign the directive authorizing access 
to the records of any bank account that he 
may control.”  P. 221



Decryption not protected by 5th Am:

 US v. Fricosu, 841 F.Supp.2d 1232 (D. CO 2012) 
1.Court ordered defendant to give her laptop PW 

after cops got a search warrant
2.Court held 5th Amendment privilege against self-

incrimination was not implicated by requiring her 
to produce the unencrypted contents of her 
computer. 



PWs not protected by 5th Amend:

 FL State v. Stahl, 206 So.3d 124 (FL Ct App., 
2nd Dist. Dec 7, 2016)
1. You can be forced to give up your password
2. No meaningful distinction between an alphanumeric 

passcode and a fingerprint in the context of 
safeguarding cell phone data:
“we are not inclined to believe that the Fifth 
Amendment should provide greater protection to 
individuals who passcode protect their iPhones with 
letter and number combinations than to individuals 
who use their fingerprint as the passcode” p. 135

3. Neither PW or FP are testimonial



PWs not protected by 5th Amend:

 Miami-Dade Cir: Hencha Voigt & Wesley Victor 
(May 2017): 
1.Judge Charles Johnson ruled that Hencha 

Voigt and Wesley Victor must unlock phones. 
2.“For me, this is like turning over a key to a 

safe-deposit box,”
Johnson said



PWs ARE protected by 5th Amend:

 US v. Doe, 465 U.S. 605 (1984)
1.contents of business records were not 

privileged, 
2.but act of producing records was privileged 

and could not be compelled without a 
statutory grant of use immunity

3.Unlike the Court in Fisher, we have the 
explicit finding of the District Court that the 
act of producing the documents would involve 
testimonial self-incrimination



5th Amend covers foundational links

 Hoffman v. US, 341 US 479, 486 (1951): “The 
privilege afforded not only extends to answers 
that would in themselves support a conviction 
under a federal criminal statute but likewise 
embraces those which would furnish a link in 
the chain of evidence needed to prosecute the 
claimant for a federal crime.” 



PWs ARE protected by 5th Amend:

U.S. v. Djibo, 151 F.Supp.3d 297 (E.D. 
N.Y. 2015): Defendant traveler in 
secondary screening was “in custody” so 
phone passcode “statement” prior to 
being Mirandized was suppressed; data 
from phone was further suppressed as 
“fruit” of non-Mirandized statement



PWs ARE protected by 5th Amend:

SEC v. Bonan Huang, et al., 2015 WL 
5611644 (E.D.PA 2015)
1.held that you may invoke 5th Am to 

avoid giving up your cell phone passcode
2.5th Am protects your PW even to an 

employer’s phone because your PW is 
personal and producing it requires you to 
speak or testify against yourself



PWs protected by 5th Am Rt to counsel
 US v. Mitchell, No. 17-0153 (CAAF Aug 2017)

1.asking for device PW after client invokes 
violates 5th Amendment right to counsel

2.After client invoked, agent asks: “if you could 
unlock it, great, if you could help us out. But if 
you don’t, we’ll wait for a digital forensic 
expert to unlock it” – CAAF found tantamount 
to interrogation – p.3

3.“‘can you give us your PIN?’ – is an express 
question, reasonably likely to elicit an 
incriminating response.” - P.7



PWs protected by 5th Am Rt to counsel
 US v. Mitchell, No. 17-0153 (CAAF Aug 2017)

4. “By asking Appellee to enter his passcode, the 
Government was seeking an “answer[]…which would 
furnish a link in the chain of evidence needed to 
prosecute” in the same way that Hoffman and 
Hubbell used the phrase. …Appellee’s response 
constitutes an implicit statement ‘that [he] owned 
the phone and knew the passcode for it.’” -P.8

5. “badgering an unrepresented suspect into granting 
access to incriminating information threatens the core 
Fifth Amendment privilege, even if the government 
already knows that the suspect knows his own 
password.” P. 9



PWs protected by 5th Am Rt to counsel
 US v. Mitchell, No. 17-0153 (CAAF Aug 2017)

6. Foregone conclusion doctrine doesn’t apply 
a) “Govt’s eventual access to the phone’s contents 

was not inevitable, but rather ‘a  matter of mere 
speculation and conjecture.’” P. 11 (citing US v. 
Maxwell, 45 M.J. 406, 422 (CAAF 1996)).

7. Looking for briefing? See EFF amicus: 
http://www.eff.org/Mitchell - Passcode based 
decryption is inherently testimonial - not a mere 
physical act - and absolutely privileged by 5th

Amendment
8. Beware dissent’s arg that giving PW is act, not 

testimonial

http://www.eff.org/Mitchell


 In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Dated 
March 25, 2011, 670 F.3d 1335 (11th Cir. 2012): 

1. Held: decryption and production of device 
content is testimonial and protected by 5th Am

2. Foregone conclusion doctrine doesn’t apply 
where govt doesn’t know what is hidden 
behind encryption at time it sought to compel

3. Court may compel decryption only where govt
grants both use and derivative use immunity 

Decryption protected by 5th Amend:



 In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Dated 
March 25, 2011, 670 F.3d 1335 (11th Cir. 2012): 
4.Doe's decryption and production of the contents of 

the drives would be testimonial, not merely a 
physical act; 

5. the explicit and implicit factual communications 
associated with the decryption and production are 
not foregone conclusion

6. govt must show w/ reasonable particularity that it 
seeks "a certain file and is aware, based on other 
information, that . . . the file exists in some 
specified location”

Decryption protected by 5th Amend:



Decryption protected by 5th Amend:
 VA v. David Baust, 89 VA. Cir. 267, 2014 WL 

10355635 (Circuit Ct of VA Oct. 28, 2014): 
1. compelling production of PW & decrypting recording of 

assault that may have been transmitted to defendant's 
encrypted cell phone would violate defendant's Fifth 
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination

2. reasoning: the recording is not a foregone conclusion, 
Defendant's production of the unencrypted recording 
would be testimonial because Defendant would be 
admitting the recording exists, it was in his possession 
and control, and that the recording is authentic. 

3. State could not compel Defendant to produce PW or 
decrypt the recording 



Beware “foregone conclusion”

 US v. Gavegnano, 305 F.Appx 954, 956 (4th Cir. 
2009) Post-invocation PW requests don’t violate 
5th Amendment because any self-incriminating 
testimony is a “foregone conclusion” where the 
Government can independently prove that the 
suspect was the sole user and possessor of the 
device



Beware “foregone conclusion”

Francis Rawls (former police 
officer) was jailed for invoking 
his Fifth Amendment right 
against compelled self-
incrimination. He had refused 
to comply with a court order 
commanding him to unlock two 
hard drives the authorities said 
contained child porn.

United States v. Apple MacPro Computer, 851 F.3d 238, 249 (3d Cir. 2017)



Beware PW as “non-testimonial” consent:

 US v. Patane, 542 U.S. 630 (2004): 
1. Self-incrimination Clause cannot be violated by 

introduction of nontestimonial evidence obtained as 
result of voluntary statements 

2. failure to give Miranda warnings does not require 
suppression of physical fruits of suspect's unwarned but 
voluntary statements

 US v. Venegas, 594 F.Appx 822, 827 (5th Cir 2014)(per 
curiam) – “statement granting consent to a search…is 
neither testimonial nor communicative in the Fifth 
Amendment sense”



 US v. Hank Robinson, 76 M.J. 663 (AFCCA May 2017)
1. Defendant consented to search of his cell phone
2. Investigator's request for passcode for accused's cell 

phone after he invoked his right to counsel was not an 
interrogation and thus did not violate his rights under 
Fifth Amendment

3. Because there was no dispute as to Appellant's 
ownership, dominion, or control over the phone, his 
knowledge of the passcode did not incriminate him.

4. Investigators had no reason to believe that the passcode 
itself would be incriminating or communicate any 
information about the crime - p. 671 

Beware PW as “non-testimonial” consent:



 US v. Chad Blatney, 2017 WL 2422807 (May 2017)
1. Govt’s appeal granted
2. MJ’s granting of MTS vacated
3. case remanded to permit trial judge to analyze 

issue consistent with Robinson opinion, and to 
clarify whether the investigators’ request to 
defendant to unlock his iPhone constituted 
interrogation 

Beware PW as “non-testimonial” consent:



 US v. Kirschner, 823 F.Supp.2d 665, 669 (E.D. Mich. 
2010)
1. Fact that a passcode emanates from “mental 

processes” is enough to deem it testimonial when it 
is spoken or subpoenaed.

Counter argument: PW IS testimonial:



Immunity for disclosure:
 US v. Hubbell, 530 U.S. 27 (2000) –

1.Held immunity granted client in prior prosecution 
in exchange for his disclosure of broad categories 
of documents responsive to subpoena precluded 
subsequent, unrelated prosecution, to extent 
that testimonial aspect of defendant's act of 
producing documents was first, necessary step in 
discovery of evidence supporting 2nd prosecution

2. significant difference between the use of 
compulsion to extort communications from a 
defendant and compelling a person to engage in 
conduct that may be incriminating p.34-35 –
foreshadows PW v. FP



Immunity for disclosure
 US v. Hubbell, 530 U.S. 27 (2000) –

3. the act of producing documents in response to a 
subpoena may have a compelled testimonial 
aspect. … By “producing documents in 
compliance with a subpoena, the witness would 
admit that the papers existed, were in his 
possession or control, and were authentic.” P.36

4. long been settled that its protection 
encompasses compelled statements that lead to 
the discovery of incriminating evidence even 
though the statements themselves are not 
incriminating and are not introduced into 
evidence p.37 



Contempt for Failure to disclose:
 US v. Bright, 596 F.3d 683 (9th Cir. 2010) 

1. sanction of contempt was justified for taxpayer wife 
with primary possession of documents for failure to 
respond to IRS summons for credit card accounts

2. sanction of contempt was justified for taxpayer 
husband, even if he lacked primary possession 
documents



Contempt for Failure to disclose:
 Miami-Dade Cir: Hencha Voigt & Wesley Victor 

(May 2017): 
1. Voigt & Victor not held in contempt for failing to give 

correct passcodes because no way to prove that they 
actually remembered their passcodes more than 10 
months after initial arrest

2. BUT Israeli tech company Cellebrite helped state 
investigators finally hack into the iPhone.



Contempt for Failure to disclose:
 FL Broward Circuit: Christopher Wheeler (May 30, 

2017)
1. Hollywood video voyeur, taken into custody for 180 

days for failing to give correct PW to his phone b/c 
judge didn’t believe he had forgotten code. 

2. Wheeler insisted he had already provided the pass code 
to police investigating him for child abuse, although 
the number did not work 



Questions?

Stephanie Lacambra
Criminal Defense Staff Attorney
Electronic Frontier Foundation

815 Eddy St., San Francisco, CA 94109
415-436-9333 x130
stephanie@eff.org
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